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Sciometrics has revealed a partnership with
the National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) to develop standards for
image quality for contactless ngerprint
capture devices such as smartphones and
other mobile devices.
The purpose of the partnership, a
Cooperative Research and Development
Agreement (CRADA), is to develop new
methods and standards that can support
evaluation of these devices by the U.S.
Government for certi cation and use by
federal agencies. Certi cation by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) for
submission of ngerprints for background
checks is an important topic in the CRADA
program.
“We are pleased to contribute to the
science and standards in an initiative that
will greatly expand mobile identity
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management while dramatically lowering
the costs,” said Mark Walch, CEO of
Sciometrics. “As we announced earlier this
month, our mobile SlapShot app, the
subject of the CRADA, is already in beta
testing with government agencies. It has
also generated interest from the private
sector ranging from app security providers
to smartphone manufacturers who see an
opportunity to replace ngerprint sensors.”
NIST, working with the FBI’s Biometric
Center of Excellence, started its Contactless
Fingerprint Capture Device Measurement
Research Program in 2015. Through the
CRADA, Sciometrics will provide its
SlapShot mobile app for blind testing and
join NIST’s other CRADA partners, including
3M, MorphoTrack and Hoyos Laboratories.
The CRADA program requires a close
working relationship between NIST and
each CRADA participant to ensure the
performance metrics that emerge from the
collaboration will be suitable for a broad
range of devices. Sciometrics will contribute
to the development of standards while
working to improve its products.
The SlapShot app, when in “administered”
mode, captures all ten ngers plus a face in
less than a minute using only a phone’s
camera. And a “ ngerprint sel e” version
will allow users to sign into apps or their
phones using between one and four
ngers. The Android app obtains images
already proven to match against noncustomized third party AFIS systems. An
iOS app has also been prototyped and will
be added later this year.
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Sciometrics specializes in patented object recognition technologies, primarily in support of the global military, intelligence,
and law enforcement communities. The technology evolved out of optical character recognition technology and has since
resulted in advancements within multilingual handwriting biometrics, latent print matching, tool mark analysis, and other
related pattern matching capabilities.
Over the last decade, Sciometrics has used its technologies to perform a number of pattern recognition research and
development projects for intelligence and law enforcement agencies. Commercialization of the algorithms for more general
distribution has taken place over the last several years, resulting in our four current products: LatentSleuth our advanced
latent print analysis product, Slapshot, our smartphone ngerprint capture app, Digital Lift, our smartphone latent lift capture
app, and FLASH ID, our industry leading handwriting biometric product.
Our products and technologies are in use by the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Department of Defense, and other state,
local, and international agencies.

Our Products

LatentSleuth

Slapshot

LatentSleuth is a ngerprint analysis, visualization and

SlapShot is an Android app that turns a commercial

matching tool designed to assist Latent Print

Android Smartphone into a biometric capture and

Examiners in the analysis of latent prints against

matching device. It is designed for ease of use,

known suspects and match candidates returned from

allowing every o cer, soldier, and agent to be a

AFIS ngerprint matching systems.

biometic sensor.

sciometrics.com
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Digital Lift

FLASH ID

Digital Lift is an Android app that turns a commercial

FLASHID application is a unique handwriting analysis,

Android Smartphone into a latent lift capture device.

matching and visualization tool designed to assist law

Lift cards, gellifters, and undeveloped latents can be

enforcement, military and intelligence professionals in

captured and quickly submitted for analysis.

the identi cation of suspects, criminals, and terrorists
via their handwriting.

Sciometrics Technologies

sciometrics.com
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Over the last decade, Sciometrics has used its graphing techniques to perform a number of pattern recognition research
and development projects for intelligence and law enforcement agencies.

These include:
Biometrics:
Latent Fingerprint Matching: using fragments - as small as 6x6 millimeters – which did not contain enough minutiae
for traditional matching techniques.
Mobile Biometrics: imaging, ingestion and matching of biometrics using standard mobile sensors, i.e., an Android
smartphone.
Handwriting Analysis: handwriting biometrics in multiple languages.
Face: using graphing techniques to correct for gaze angles in surveillance photos.
Voice: matching voice snippets.
Biometric Fusion: combining face, small handwriting samples, and small latent ngerprints.
Forensics
Pollen Identi cation: analysis of 3D pollen images to determine geographic origin of suspect materials.
Tool Mark identi cation: analysis and identi cation of tool marks related to crime scenes.
Object recognition and extraction: automated recognition of objects in large image galleries and separating them from
backgrounds scenes.

Our Leadership
sciometrics.com
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Donald Gantz, Ph.D. A Full Professor of Statistics, Dr. Gantz was the founding Chair of the AIT Department
and now serves as the Director of the Document Forensics Laboratory. He has also as served as Interim
Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies in the Volgenau School at George Mason University (GMU). Dr.
Gantz is currently applying his cutting edge analysis of handwriting to multi-language document exploitation
and biometric identification. He has been active in the research and application of geographic information
systems, modeling systems, and decision support systems to transportation demand management and traffic
mitigation. Other areas of research include analysis of latent fingerprints, the relationship between TB
incidence and socioeconomic factors, surveillance systems to track infection, computer performance
evaluation, flight design, and litigation related analyses.
Dr. Gantz earned his Ph.D. and M.A. in Mathematics at the University of Rochester, and his B.A. in
Mathematics at Fordham University.

The Volgenau School of Engineering's Department of Applied Information Technology (AIT)
recognized and celebrated Dr. Donald Gantz's 10 years of service as department chair and his
40 years as a member of the Mason community at the Johnson Center Bistro on Wednesday,
May 14, 2014.
Associate Chair for Undergraduate Studies, Dr. Irene Bruno emceed the event and speakers
included Dean Emeritus Dr. Lloyd Griffiths, and Associate Dean for Undergraduate Studies, Dr.
Sharon Caraballo. The speakers thanked Dr. Gantz and acknowledged his many contributions
to the university, the school, and the department. Dr. Griffiths presented an AIT recognition
award to Dr. Gantz.
Dr. Gantz was hired by Mason in 1974 as an assistant professor in the Mathematics
Department. When the engineering school was founded, and as it developed, Dr. Gantz
continued to serve as faculty and assumed a variety of administrative duties. He was Interim
Associate Dean of Undergraduate Studies, Assistant Dean for IT Programs, Associate Dean of
Undergraduate Studies, Assistant Dean for Enrollment Management, Assistant Dean for IT
Programs, and then AIT Chair. During his tenure as chair, some of Dr. Gantz's major
accomplishments included promoting recognition at the school level for outstanding faculty and
students and assembling an efficient and collegial departmental staff.
Towards the end of the dinner, faculty members Mr. Peter Farrell, Dr. Aditya Johri, Mr. Mike
Lyons, and Mr. Ken Santucci gave a farewell toast. Mr. Farrell said, "While I will miss Don
Gantz as Chair of the Applied IT Department, I will miss Don Gantz much more as my friend."
The event culminated with a farewell speech by Dr. Gantz where he thanked and acknowledged
the faculty and staff for their contributions during his years of service. The dinner ended with
closing remarks by Dr. Bruno.
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Donald T. Gantz, PhD, is an Emeritus Professor, Founding Chair of the Department of Applied
Information Technology, and past Dean of the Volgenau School of Engineering at George Mason
University. Dr. Gantz has developed cutting edge methodologies for the quantification and analysis of
handwriting and has applied these methodologies to multi-language document exploitation and
biometric identification, including matching software and scoring algorithms for fingerprint
identification. He helped pioneer the use of statistical and geographic information systems to analyze
the relationship between disease and socioeconomic factors, as well as transportation demand
management and traffic mitigation. He has lectured on methods for surveillance systems to detect
levels of infection due to a natural epidemic or bioterrorism threat, and is one of the top experts used
by FBI in validating fingerprint analysis.
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Sandbox Centers Create ‘Proving Grounds’ Where Government and Commercial Organizations Can Test
Innovation Viability for Real-World Use-Cases and Bottom-Line Results

#GovFest, WASHINGTON DC, (September 25, 2017) – kloudtrack® a leader in cloud computing technologies and
solution services for sensitive data, process management and Governance, Risk and Compliance (GRC) today
announced a teaming relationship with George Mason University (GMU) and Cisco Systems (NASDAQ: CSCO) to
establish the first Innovation Sandbox™ exchange catering to the innovation and technology road-mapping needs
of government/public sector and education organizations.

Dr. Don Gantz (Center), Chair of the Applied IT Dept. of GMU’s Volgenau School of Engineering, joins kloudtrack CEO
| president Michael Binko (right) and GMU’s Brett Berlin in announcing the first Innovation Sandbox for Public
Sector/Government and Education communities at #GovFest. More than 1400 government IT decision makers and
industry representatives attended the first of its king festival-type event in Washington DC.

This Innovation Sandbox, which will be located on GMU’s Fairfax, VA campus just outside Washington DC, is being
developed jointly by kloudtrack, Cisco and GMU’s Department of Applied IT which is part of the Volgenau School of
Engineering. This Innovation Sandbox will allow organizations to test a variety of innovative technologies and/or
methodologies in a “sandbox” environment.

As with all Innovation Sandbox environments, the GMU sandbox will be provisioned in-tandem with selected
partners that offer technologies and solutions in a variety of innovation categories (examples follow):

Cloud Computing | Cloud Migration | Cloud 2.0™

www.kloudtrack.com/cisco-kloudtrack-and-george-mason-university-team-to-deliver-innovation-sandbox-for-government-and-education-sectors/
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Innovation Roadmapping
Cyber | InfoSecurity
Data Driven Innovation™ (Data Analytics | Big Data | Reporting)
Mobility (BYOD | Cross-platform | Device Independence)
Platform Integration | Legacy Data Migration | Portability
Hosting (IaaS, SaaS, PaaS | Co-Location | Virtualization)
Secure Collaboration | Safe Sharing
Business Process Management | Workflow
Solution Services (IT Assessments, ROI Metrics, Benchmarking, Cloud Broker, Certifications)

“Organizations in public sector, education as well as commercial ranks have become very risk-minded with regards
to IT strategies and budgets,” stated Donald T. Gantz, PhD and Chair of the GMU Applied IT Department. “No
matter if the risk is mission-oriented or a result of the sequested procurement environment the results are the
same. IT decision makers are becoming very selective and justifiably taking a use-case approach to purchases.
The Innovation Sandbox concept allows these communities to bring their mission needs to a team of vendors and
project analyst specialists with a goal to assess, identify, prioritize and roadmap innovations that meet critical
objectives,” added Gantz.

Now, more than ever, the driving factors behind IT deployments have become more economic than technical. The
advent of innovations such as cloud, virtualization and mobility mean the vendor landscape is much more diverse.

“With standards such as the NIST Cloud Reference Architecture and more recently FedRAMP driving easier
portability, organizations can now consider best-of-breed offerings when considering and procuring IT solutions,”
stated Jan M. Levine, founder | CTO for kloudtrack®. “The Innovation Sandbox environments are designed to give
organizations the opportunity to test waters with a Start Small … and Scale™ approach with keen sensitivity to
limited resources and measurable results,” added Levine.

Deployments are expected to run on sandbox systems for a period of weeks or months at small costs. During these
test-bed deployments teams will evaluate the viability and return on investment (ROI) for selected innovations.
Then, decisions can be made about contracting and scaling the deployments with a solid base of results-oriented
information.

“Organizations will be able to utilize the Innovation Sandbox to test sample-sets of data, users, processes and
measure value metrics against real-world use case scenarios,” stated Dan Kent, CTO- US Public Sector, Cisco
Systems. “This concept and approach is consistent with Cisco’s efforts to cultivate vendor ecosystems. With
tightened budgets and a much more diverse environment of innovations available, CIOs have a rare opportunity to
test the waters. The challenges we’ve heard have centered around finding vendors/technologies that work well
together and are able to be deployed quickly on a small-scale with limited resources. These Innovation Sandbox
environments offer an on-ramp to next-generation technologies that could have a dramatic impact on bottom-line
results,” added Kent.

The Innovation Sandbox approach works in a wide variety of industries. As announced previously, Cisco and
kloudtrack have identified the following sectors for initial Innovation Sandbox efforts:

Public Sector | Government | Education (federal, state, municipal, local)
Financial Services (securities-insurance, banking, capital markets, deal-flow)
Cyber Security
Healthcare | Medical | Life Sciences | Pharma
Manufacturing (3-D printing, rapid prototyping, operational efficiency, logistics)
Energy | Utilities | Telecom
Property | Asset Management
Retail | Consumer

www.kloudtrack.com/cisco-kloudtrack-and-george-mason-university-team-to-deliver-innovation-sandbox-for-government-and-education-sectors/
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By the end of 2013, three Innovation Sandbox environments are expected to be operational with a broad
community of partner organizations serving diverse customer needs. Invited partner organizations will include
academia (universities, training centers), technology/solution vendors, consulting/professional service providers,
system integrators, incubators/accelerators, economic development agencies (EDAs) as well as individual thoughtleaders.
At this time, kloudtrack and Cisco are seeking innovation partners to jointly map sophisticated innovations and
offerings to existing missions, task orders and new procurements in the industry sectors and innovation categories
highlighted above. Interested parties should contact Nicholas Mumma at 240-499-3844 or
nmumma@kloudtrack.com.
###

About kloudtrack®
Headquartered in Annapolis, MD kloudtrack® is a Software-as-a-Service and cloud computing (SaaS|Cloud)
company that integrates best-practice management with cybersecurity and audit-trails that place a premium on
monitoring users, transparency and collaborations as they relate to sensitive data assets and processes.

kloudtrack® is one of the first technology and solution providers to address specific international, federal, state and
industry-imposed regulatory compliance standards in SaaS|Cloud environments across multiple vertical industry
sectors such as fin-serv (SEC/FINRA/Basel Accords), health-medical (HIPAA/CCHIT/REMS) and government
(FIPS/FISMA/FedRAMP) among others. This understanding and integration of GRC factors and certifications set
kloudtrack® technologies, solutions and IP apart in the market. Learn more at www.kloudtrack.com.

About Cisco
Cisco (NASDAQ: CSCO) is the worldwide leader in IT that helps companies seize the opportunities of tomorrow by
proving that amazing things can happen when you connect the previously unconnected. For ongoing news, please
go to http://thenetwork.cisco.com.

About George Mason University (Where Innovation is Tradition)
Located in Northern Virginia near Washington, D.C., George Mason University is an innovative, entrepreneurial
institution with global distinction in a range of academic fields. Within Virginia’s largest university, the GMU
Volgenau School of Engineering is home to more than 5,000 undergraduate and graduate students and consists of
seven departments: Applied Information Technology; Bioengineering; Sid and Reva Dewberry Department of Civil,
Environmental and Infrastructure Engineering; Computer Science; Electrical and Computer Engineering; Statistics;
and Systems Engineering and Operations Research.

On October 10, 2017, posted in: Press Releases by mbinko

Comments are closed.

Copyright © 2010 - 2015 kloudtrack®. All rights and trademarks reserved. Patents Pending.
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Mark Walch is the President of Sciometrics LLC, where he brings more than 25 years of technical and
managerial experience. In this role, Mr. Walch oversees development of a variety of technologies related to
the efficient and effective capture of data from images.
Mr. Walch is the principal architect of Pictographic pattern-matching methods, and has developed innovative
Optical Character Recognition techniques that have been used to read hand print and cursive script for the
U.S. Postal Service. Derivatives of these techniques have been used successfully to register independent
vector data sets for upgrading map data on behalf of the U.S. Census Bureau.
Mr. Walch has also developed several automated techniques for accurate and cost-effective data capture
from handwritten and printed forms, and pioneered the concept of “directed workflow”—a method for
streamlining the way human operators review large quantities of data.
Mr. Walch holds advanced degrees from the University of Michigan and Yale University.
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Chairman/CTO
Nortec LLC
1994 – 1999 · 5 yrs
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Michael Fieldman & Partners
1982 – 1995 · 13 yrs
Specialized in Hospital
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Education
Yale University
MPH, Health Services Administration
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University of Michigan
MArch, Architecture
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484,116 followers
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Daniel Gantz is a senior software engineer at Sciometrics LLC. Daniel has worked for this group since
graduating The University of Virginia's school of engineering in 2008 with a bachelor of science in computer
science.
Daniel has helped as well as lead development for a number of different biometric systems from their R&D
inception to their evolution into industrial level applications. The nature of these biometric systems include
latent fingerprint, tool-mark and handwriting identification.

Rich Smith is Vice President of Products & Services for Sciometrics, LLC. In this role, Mr. Smith oversees the
development of all software applications and delivery of services to Sciometrics's clients. Mr. Smith joined the
company in January 2011 and brings with him over 25 years of experience developing language-based
software applications. Most recently, Mr. Smith was Vice President of Engineering for Janya, Inc. Mr. Smith
holds a B.S. in Computer Science from Canisius College.

Robyn Felix oversees the company’s financial and general operations, including human resources and
facilities. Ms. Felix is a key contributor to both short- and long-term organizational development of the
company, and also serves as the company Facilities Security Officer. Ms. Felix has over 12 years of
experience in Government Contracting in the Intelligence Community, including working in Iraq and
Afghanistan supporting the Global War on Terrorism. Her previous experience includes Deputy Director of
Logistics and Deployment Operations supporting various INSCOM Language and Counter Intelligence
contacts, as well as managing a CI contract for the 310th Military Intelligence Battalion at the 902nd . Ms.
Felix has also worked as a Senior Management Analyst supporting the Missile Defense Agency’s Base
Realignment and Closure (BRAC) relocation efforts, Logistics Officer for the MASINT Special Airborne
Projects division at the Defense Intelligence Agency, and also managing the day to day operations at the
Washington Planning Center; the US Navy's Cruise Missile Projects programs office testing facility for
PMA-281 - Tomahawk mission planning.
Past experience also includes living and working in Brazil for the US State Department.
Ms. Felix attended the University of Memphis.
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Digital Lift

Digital Lift

Sciometrics

Smartphone latent print capture


Digital Lift is a mobile app that empowers smartphones to become latent print capture devices. Digital
Lift leverages the incredible cameras found on modern smartphones. Digital Lift can capture images
from traditional lift cards, gellifters, and, in some cases, undeveloped latents.
✓

Easy to use - Digital Liftuses a simple user interface with large icons and
intuitive operation. Minimal training is required to use Digital Lift.

✓

Triage from the crime scene- Digital Lift allows an investigator to submit
latents for evaluation immediately. The app records the time, location, and
identity of the investigator.

✓

Convenient - Digital Lift runs on a device that is likely already being carried.
No additional device to carry and no added weight.





CONTACT FORM
Contact us for more information or to request a demonstration.

Name

Email

Phone

Message

sciometrics.com/digitallift.html
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FLASH ID

Sciometrics

FLASH ID
Handwriting biometric

FLASH ID is a unique handwriting analysis, matching and visualization tool designed to assist law
enforcement, military and intelligence professionals in the identi cation of suspects, criminals, and
terrorists. This powerful tool for document comparison and evaluation is designed to assist examiners in
comparing questioned documents against known writer document samples, and previously received
questioned documents.
✓

Easy to use - FLASH ID does not require any manual markup or tracing of
documents. Simply scan and compare.

✓

Sophisticated algorithms - Graph matching algorithms at the core of the
technology compare the graphemes, rst, by their topology and second, by
their geometric features. Geometric features measure the shapes of curves,
angles and distances among graph components. FLASH ID computes nearly
200 measurements of the sample writing.

✓

Works on limited data - FLASH ID is able to make comparisons with
questioned documents as small as ¼ page of writing. Reference samples can
be e ectively matched with as little as one page of writing..

✓

Visualization tools - FLASH ID o ers a comprehensive suite of visualization
tools to assist the examiner in making their determination, including side-byside viewing and an innovative “heat map” of writing similarity.

✓

Image cleanup tools - FLASH ID includes sophisticated image cleanup
tools, including deskewing, noise removal, line removal, blob removal, form
removal, color removal, contrast enhancement, smoothing, blurring, and
B&W conversion.

Click here for more information.



sciometrics.com/flashid.html
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LatentSleuth

Sciometrics

LatentSleuth
Latent print analysis, matching, and visualization


LatentSleuth uses a novel method for latent-to-reference matching that fully leverages ridge skeletons,
is rotationally independent, and e ectively handles distortion caused by “elasticity of skin” and other
factors. The end result is a mapping between the latent region of interest (ROI) to a region in each
reference print being compared, which allows for allows for comparisons based on a quantitative
evaluation of the similarity of the latent and reference prints .
✓

Easy to use - LatentSleuth provides step-by-step guidance and a complete
suite of tools for latent print prep, reference print ingestion, and annotation.

✓

Match more latents - LatentSleuth's powerful ridge skeleton approach
signi cantly expands available comparison information for even minimal
minutiae point and small size latent prints. E ective matching of smaller
and/or distorted prints (including perspective distortion) , prints lacking
cores and deltas, prints lacking known orientation, prints with ambiguous
anatomical origin.

✓

Search all types of reference prints - Flats, rolls, major case impressions,
ad hoc reference prints, etc.

✓

Enhanced Visualization - LatentSleuth produces very accurate overlays of
the latent print onto each reference print, providing precise placement
information for the LPE. These overlays can be exported for use in case
documentation.

✓

Save time - The information provided by the overlay eliminates much of the
time spent by the LPE searching for the correct orientation and placement of
the latent print during the comparison phase of the ACE-V process.

Click here to learn more.



sciometrics.com/LatentSleuth.html
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LatentSleuth

Sciometrics

What our customers say

I was skeptical about the software after seeing my rst demonstration. I
knew that computerized latent print matching algorithms are limited by
the availability of encodable minutiae. That was before I discovered
Sciometrics’ LatentSleuth. For the rst time I’m seeing a software
program match ngerprints using ridge tracings in a fashion similar to a
human examiner. Actually in some ways Sciometrics is superior to the
human examiner. The software doesn’t need to know the orientation of
the latent print or the anatomical source. It methodically searches all
friction ridge detail for a match (and it doesn’t get tired).
Eric Sahota, Las Vegas Metro PD Forensics Lab

CONTACT FORM
Contact us for more information or to request a demonstration or free trial.

Name

Email

Phone

Message

SEND FORM

Address

Contacts

Sciometrics, LLC

Email:

14150 Parkeast Circle, Suite

info@sciometrics.com

140

Phone: +1 (703) 793-2282

Chantilly, VA 20151

Fax: +1 (703) 793-2280

© Copyright 2019 Sciometrics, LLC - All Rights Reserved

sciometrics.com/LatentSleuth.html
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Slapshot

Slapshot

Sciometrics

Smartphone biometrics


Slapshot is a patented mobile app that empowers smartphones to become biometric capture and
detection devices. Slapshot leverages commercial o -the-shelf hardware without special modi cations
or peripheral devices. Slapshot captures ngerprint biometric information by photographing the
surfaces of the ngers and thumbs. Ten nger capture can be accomplished in less than a minute.
✓

Easy to use - Slapshot uses a simple user interface with large icons and
intuitive operation. Minimal training is required to use Slapshot.

✓

Multi-modal biometrics - Slapshot supports ngerprint and facial
recognition using state of the art matching algorithms.

✓

Everyone is a sensor - Slapshot runs on a device that is likely already being
carried. No additional device to carry and no added weight.

✓

Multiple modes of operation - Slapshot supports on device matching, or
submission to an AFIS system for matching against larger databases.

✓

Capture additional information - Slapshot can also capture additional
information, including voice recording, scars, marks, and tattoos.





CONTACT FORM
Contact us for more information or to request a demonstration or free trial.

Name

sciometrics.com/slapshot.html

Email

Phone
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Hoyos Labs Joins National Research
Program to Inform Creation of
Contactless Fingerprint Technologies
for Federal Agencies
NEWS PROVIDED BY
Hoyos Labs 
Feb 16, 2016, 10:00 ET

NEW YORK, Feb. 16, 2016 /PRNewswire/ -- Hoyos Labs, Inc., the global leader in
biometric authentication, today announces a partnership with the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) to develop new methodologies for measuring the
image delity of contactless ngerprint capture devices, to support evaluation of these
devices for future inclusion on the U.S. government's Certi ed Product Lists.

From local police stations to government agencies, today's law enforcement
organizations utilize ngerprinting for a variety of screening and identi cation
purposes. The most commonly used scanning devices digitally capture a ngerprint
pressed on a glass surface with live-scan technology.

However, the disadvantages to this process include added time – particularly when
capturing rolled prints – as well as hygienic concerns. Law enforcement of cials are
now exploring contactless ngerprint readers as a more effective and ef cient
alternative.
/

Following up on earlier programs of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and
National Institute of Justice (NIJ) to evaluate contactless ngerprint capture
technology, NIST – under sponsorship of the Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI)
Biometric Center of Excellence – initiated its Contactless Fingerprint Capture Device
Measurement Research Program. The NIST program requires direct interaction with
emerging technologies to address the following industry challenges: data format
standards and best practices, development of methods for certi cation testing, as well
as interoperability assessment with legacy contact-based devices.

Through a Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) with NIST,
Hoyos Labs has offered up the company's touchless mobile biometric application,
called 4F, for blind pilot testing. Hoyos Labs joins NIST's other CRADA partners,
including 3M Company and MorphoTrack, in contributing its touchless ngerprint
acquisition technology to ensure the performance metrics emerging from the
collaboration will be suitable for a broad range of devices.

"Our participation in NIST's research program is mutually bene cial," said Hector
Hoyos, founder and CEO of Hoyos Labs. "Not only are we playing a critical role in
building a worldwide standard for testing contactless ngerprint scanners, but NIST
researchers are also providing us with new scenarios that we have been previously
unable to test using human subjects – to help us better understand any limitations to
our product and make the necessary improvements."

Hoyos Labs' 4F identi cation technology simultaneously captures all four ngerprints
by leveraging high-resolution camera capability and ash lighting mode on modern
smartphones. Hoyos Labs conducted tests in accordance with the FBI's 2D image
quality standards, which demonstrated 4F is capable of producing images that exhibit
outstanding geometric delity, sharpness, detail rendition and grayscale dynamic
range with low noise characteristics.

/

4F eliminates many of the distorting variables present with today's hardware scanners,
such as elastic deformation when pressing a nger on the scanner surface, and
delivers a biometric template that is a precise copy of the captured nger impression.
For the protection sector, in particular, 4F presents law enforcement agents with the
opportunity to cross-reference an individual's ngerprints against existing federal
databases and con rm a person's identity within minutes.

Under the CRADA, results of the program's tests will be shared with Hoyos Labs
scientists to be considered in future 4F technology research and development.

For more information on Hoyos Labs and its portfolio of biometric authentication
solutions, please visit: http://www.hoyoslabs.com/.

About Hoyos Labs
Hoyos Labs is the leading biometrics-based end-to-end authentication infrastructure
company, and the only company that can guarantee identity. The goal of Hoyos Labs is
to develop and deploy enterprise and consumer identity assertion technology
platforms that will conveniently and securely address the identity assertion and
authentication challenges we face today. Hoyos Labs currently has of ces in New
York, Boston, San Juan (Puerto Rico), Oxford (United Kingdom), Bucharest (Romania),
Timisoara (Romania) and Beijing (China).

SOURCE Hoyos Labs
Related Links
http://www.hoyoslabs.com

/
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Hoyos Labs Rebrands as Veridium, Launches New Biometric Authentication Solution - Finovate

(http://www.veridiumid.com)
With the launch of its new, end-to-end biometric authentication solution—
VeridiumID—the security innovator that demoed its technology at
FinovateFall (http://finovate.com/videos/finovatefall-2014-hoyos-labs/)
2014 as Hoyos Labs is now Veridium (http://www.veridiumid.com).
Company COO Todd Shollenbarger said, “We’re going to replace what you
know (passwords) with what you are (biometrics) to safeguard enterprises
from fraud and data breaches.” Pointing to the issues that typically inhibit
broader adoption of biometric technology, such as high cost and technical
complexity, Shollenbarger added that Veridium’s use of SaaS delivery for the
backend—and the user’s smartphone to handle the image-capture for
authentication—helps reduce both cost and complexity. “We’re making
biometric authentication a solution of today, not tomorrow,” he said.

We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will
assume that you are happy with it.
OK
https://finovate.com/hoyos-labs-rebrands/

Read more (https://finovate.com/cookie-policy/)
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Hoyos Labs Rebrands as Veridium, Launches New Biometric Authentication Solution - Finovate

VeridiumID gives businesses the ability to leave password-based
authentication and instead incorporate biometric methods using face, voice,
or fingerprint. The combination of biometrics and multiple authentication
factors in its new solution gives customers of financial services companies
the ability to access their accounts and transact without cards and PIN
codes, eliminates the need for insurance cards as an authentication tool in
healthcare, and helps governments manage physical access in a more
e icient and less cumbersome and costly way.
A server-based solution working with a mobile app and a front-end, mobile
SDK, the technology uses virtual cryptography to break biometric data into
pieces. Storing and distributing the data this way makes it harder for hackers
to steal or compromise an entire biometric piece of data, such as a
fingerprint. VeridiumID uses liveness detection, accommodates a number of
plug-and-play biometric libraries, and provides support for an Active
Directory or a FIDO authenticator. Deployable in the cloud or on-site,
VeridiumID requires no additional hardware.

We use cookies to ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. If you continue to use this site we will
assume that you are happy with it.
OK
https://finovate.com/hoyos-labs-rebrands/
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Hoyos Labs Rebrands as Veridium, Launches New Biometric Authentication Solution - Finovate

The goal of the rebrand from Hoyos Labs to Veridium is to focus the
company’s e orts in four key areas: financial services, healthcare,
government, and the Global 2000. Veridium says it seeks to leverage its eight
patents (with another 34 pending), as well as numerous R&D breakthroughs,
to build an open standard for authentication that will defend the enterprise
against data breaches today, while remaining flexible enough to “ensure
continual iteration and enable the solutions to evolve at the forefront of the
industry.”
Founded in 2013 and headquartered in New York City, Veridium
demonstrated the mobile app of its identity-assertion platform at
FinovateFall 2014 (http://finovate.com/videos/finovatefall-2014-hoyoslabs/). The company also has o ices in the U.K. (Oxford and London), as well
as in Boston, Massachusetts, and Timisoara, Romania.
Categories: Hoyos Labs (https://finovate.com/category/hoyos-labs/), Veridium
(https://finovate.com/category/veridium/)
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Promises | IDEMIA

Access Control and Time &
Attendance

We promise secure access control to a
variety of premises.
IDEMIA’s innovative biometric terminals guarantee approved
individuals a frictionless access to secured areas. Whether used
alone or in combination with contactless cards, standalone or IPnetworked, indoor or outdoor, our biometric access solutions are
designed to be modular. IDEMIA’s biometric time clocks provide
accurate clock-in and clock-out records enabling organizations to
increase workforce management ef ciency.

D I S PL AY/ M A S K S O M E F I LT E R S
EN
https://www.idemia.com/access-control-and-time-attendance
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GO TO BIOMETRIC DEVICES & AUTOMOTIVE MARKET

PRODUCT & SOLUTION

MORPHOWAVE COMPACT
Delivering frictionless access everywhere

PRODUCT & SOLUTION

MORPHOACCESS SIGMA LITE SERIES
Providing world’s #1 ngerprint identi cation in a slim
design

EN
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Promises | IDEMIA

PRODUCT & SOLUTION

MORPHOACCESS SIGMA SERIES
Con guring access & time transactions to your needs
with versatile ngerprint terminals

PRODUCT & SOLUTION

MORPHOACCESS SIGMA EXTREME
SERIES
Controlling access in the harshest outdoors conditions
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https://www.idemia.com/access-control-and-time-attendance
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Promises | IDEMIA

PRODUCT & SOLUTION

MORPHOACCESS VP
Enhancing access control with hybrid nger vein and
ngerprint technology

PRODUCT & SOLUTION

MORPHOTABLET 2
Managing mobile workforces with accurate biometric
identi cation on the spot

EN
https://www.idemia.com/access-control-and-time-attendance
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PRODUCT & SOLUTION

MORPHOMANAGER
Centralizing user database and biometric terminal
management
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PRODUCT & SOLUTION

AUGMENTED VISION
Enhancing video management infrastructure

GO TO THE TOP

SUPPLIERS
INVESTORS
MEDIA LIBRARY
IDENTOGO
EN
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MANAGEMENT REPORTING FOR CAPACITY PLANNING
AND
COMPUTER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Donald T. Gantz
Center for Computational Stat.istics
George Mason University
Fairfax:, Virginia 22030
ABSTRACT
Performance analysts and capacity planners keep management informed about how much work the

system is doing, how well that work is being done, what problems exist in the system, and who has the
problems. The information provided to management is backed up by a large volume of measurement
data. Graphic displays are generally valuable for putting life into otherwise dull data and statistics.
For computer performance evaluation (ePE) and capacity planning professionals, graphics are the
critical media for communication to management. Good graphics speak for themselves. Graphics that
present patterns that are readily interpretable by management also buy credibility for the analyst. The
primary skill required for successful descriptive analysis and presentation is common sense, backed up
by a good toolbox. SAS software is already the basic toolbox for CPE professionals. Many effective
graphic techniques are easily implemented through descriptive SAS procedures. Other techniques are
accomplished by using SAS procedures to create summary data sets and then to formulate reports by
using SAS report writing and SAS/GRAPH capabilities. This paper presents graphic reporting
methods that have been successful in the author's capacity planning work.

1.

INTRODUCTION

the business which is generating the work for the system, and
they often define business-based units [ROS-S8, SNY-89].
Response time is what the user is experiencing and it is the usual
measure of performance.

The primary challenge for performance analysts and capacity
planners is effe<:ti ve communication of their analyses to
management.
The challenge is met through succinct
understandable reporting. Usually managers want a quick look
at system performance or capacity through a one page summary
[ART.89]. Further, most analysts have learned that technical
language can often impede rather than facilitate communication.
This is particularly 'true when the technical language is statistics.
The visual display of information through graphics can provide
the succinctness and clarity demanded at management reporting.
Both analyst and manager need to see the data. Descriptive
displays should be an honest picture of what has been measured.
Patterns in a such a graphic display cry out for interpretation.
Often a quick manager will provide an interpretation before the
analyst opens his mouth. Such a scenario is often essential when
a manager is being asked to base a decision on the analysis.

Statistical summaries include averages, sums, ranges, deviations
and percentiles. The most ubiquitous analysis and reporting
summary is the average. However, averages are skewed by
outlying and bad data values. Additionally, averages do not
relate to user experience as well as other measures. Who actually
experiences the average measurement? Percentiles, on the other
hand, are resistant to influence from outlier data and are
measures ot actual user experience. For instance, 95 percent of
response times are lower than the 95th percentile measurement.
Service level agreements and thresholds are set in terms of
response time percentiles.
Reports generally expe<:ted by management include daily
workload and performance profiles, weekly and monthly
summaries, and trend analyses. In the following paragraphs, the
author presents those data summaries and report formats which
he has used in his capacity planning work.

Management wants to know how much work the system is
delivering and how well the work is being delivered. It is
important to determine how close the system is to capacity.
Capacity is the level of work at which service begins to
degenerate.
Addressing management's questions requires
measurement, analysis and reporting. Measurement units need
to be defined for workload and performance.
Appropriate
summaries for these units must be selected, and reports must be
designed. Analysts can take the data summaries and reports
that come for free in a performance database management
system. Or they can roll their own. The author's experience is
primarily in the latter case.
Since most systems produce
performance databases (PDB) in SAS, the natural toolbox fot:
analysis and reporting is the SAS system.

2.

BOX & WHISKER DIAGRAMS

A statistical toolbox is a handy asset for performance analysts
and capacity planners. The requirement is met by a knowledge
of a.pplied statistica.l techniques together with the SAS system for
implementation. However, many of the modern tools of applied
statistics are unknown to capacity planners.
In particular,
applied statisticians utilize some very powerful descriptive
techniques for exploratory data analysis [HOA·83, MOS-77,
TUK-77]. Two ot the teehniques which are illustrated in the
example reports in this paper are Stem fj Leaf Charts and Box fj
Whisker Diagrams. A primary selling point for these tools is
their ability to display a large amount of readily understandable
information. These techniques have been heavily used by the
author in his capacity planning work [GAN·87, GAN·881.

A variety of papers discuss the issues of workload and
performance measures, statistical summaries, and reporting
formats [COM-S71. Workload measures tell what the system is
doing. These include CPU, I/O and memory resource units as
well as an aggregate of all these units called system resource
units. Also, CPU utilization and transaction rates are measures
of the amount of work being done. Capacity planners focus on

Stem & Leaf charts are bar charts which can be produced with
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the SAS PROC CHART procedure. Box & Whisker diagrams
are a succinct graphical technique for displaying percentile
information [TUK~771. Figure 1 presents the basic structure of a
Box & Whisker diagram as utilized in this paper for reporting.
In this definition, the diagram presents five percentiles of a data
set: 5th, 25th, 50th (median), 75th and 95th percentiles. These
percentile selections reflect the relative importance of outlying
values in either direction. The choice of percentiles depends on
the nature of the data to be displayed, and the diagrams can be
based on other groups of percentiles as well. The 25th and 75th
percentiles are represented by the left and right ends of the box,
respectively. The 5th and 95th percentiles are represented by the
ends of the whiskers which extend from the box. The 50th
percentile (median) is represented by the letter 'M' inside the
box. The mean is represented by the letter 'A.' When the
median and the mean are the same value, our convention is to
display only the 'A' in the diagram. Figure 2 presents the Box
& WbilSker dii:l.gram fur a particular set of data. Note that for
skewed distributions the mean can fall outside of the box.

By combining information from both Type 72 and Type 70
records, the report in Figure 4 includes the additional category of
overhead CPU time. The author produces the daily profile
reports just presented together with profiles of 1/0, memory,
TeB CPU time and SRB CPU time from a single SAS program.
SAS macros and macro language greatly limit the amount of
code required.
The same type of charts are used to report daily profiles for
channel busy percentages (from Type 73 records), page rates
(from Type 71 records), and other RMF information.

4.

System performance is determined by user response times.
Response times for CICS transactions as measured by Type 110
records is response time within the cOlIlputer, that is, internal
response time.
A report of response times should provide
information concerning how well the system is meeting service
level objectives.
Typically, such objectives reference the
percentage of transactions which experience response times of a
predetermined magnitude. CICS response times for a single
day's prime shift are summarized in Figure 5 using Box &
Whisker diagrams. Box & Whisker diagrams are used to present
percentiles of response times in each hour. The selection of the
10th and 95th percentiles for the whisker values of the diagrams
reflects the relative importance of outlying values in either
direction.
This report immediately tells management the
fraction of transactions experiencing various response times. Box
& Whisker diagrams are of particular value for illustrating
I')oldly what service level agreements would have been met by
the response times. For instance, the diagrams tell what is the
shortest reponse time threshold consistently met by 95 percent of
transactions.
In addition, the flow of the Box & Whisker
diagrams indicates the complexities of response time variation
over the day. Note that average response times are frequently
greater than the 75th percentile response times; that is, the
average is to the right of t.he box. This reit.l'rat.~s the caution of
many CPE reporting experts that people do not experience
averages, whereas, in contrast, n% of transactions have response
times as low as the nth-percentile response time.
Means
(averages) are sensitive to, and hence skewed by, outlying data
(unusually large or small values); however, percentiles are
resistent to the influence of outliers. Our experience has been
that the use of such a graphic report as that in Figure 5 which
clearly presents complex structures has built credibility for our
measurements with management.

The width of the box in a Box & Whisker diagram is called the
interquanile range. The interquartile ran.ge is a measure of
spread in the data as is the standard deviation of the data. The
interquartile range has advantages over the standard deviation as
a descriptive statistic.
The intcrquartilc range is readily
interpretable and it is resistant to influence from unusually large
data values (outliers). This resistance is demonstrated in some
of the reports presented in the following paragraphs. These
advantages are strong arguments for the use of percentile based
descriptives, in general.

3.

DAILY PERFORMANCE PROFILE REPORTS

DAILY WORKLOAD PROFILE REPORTS

The amount of work performed by the system in a single day is
profiled in Figure 3. This report is for a 3090/200 running a
commercial workload of CICS transactions. Work is measured
by aggregate resource units defined by Type 72 RMF records.
Performanl".1' groups are used to identify CICS. database and
other systems. This report is constructed using Stem & Leaf
diagrams. Stems are the bars whose length summarizes all Type
72 RMF measurements in an hour for performance groups in a
system.
The leaf structure in the charts consists of the
characters used to draw the bars. The characters used represent
a particular system; for instance, 'C' represents CICS. Several
aspects of the workload profile are immediate. These include
absolute resource volume information, an obvious busy period
profile, and a comparison of resources delivered to the separate
systems. The readily understood and fuUy reasonable visual
information in this report earn credibility for the reporter from
management.

Figure 5 also presents additional information on transaction
counts and percentages that supplement the Box & Whisker
description of response times. Such enhancement of a graphic
display helps to maximize the amount of information available
to management in a single report. There is a considerable
literature on the enhancement of graphics [WAI-881.

This report was produced with the SAS PROC CHART
procedure. First, SAS code was used to read data from the PDB,
manipulate the observation and variable structure, and relate
performance groups to systems. Type 70 and Type 72 RMF
records in the PDB are summarized into smaller and more
efficiently stored data sets in the reporting data base. These
summaries are then available to form this and other reports. For
this report the PROC CHART statements are:

The first step in producing the report in Figure 5 is to write the
SAS statements for selecting the normal production transactions
from the CICS Type 110 records part of the PDB. Then PROC
UNIVARIATE is used to get the percentile variables which
summarize internal response time. These summaries are saved in
Finally SAS report writing code is
a reporting data base.
required to produce the report from the reporting data base file.

PROC CHART; BY DATE;
HBAR HOUR / DISCRETE TYPE=SUM
GROUP=WORK
SUBGROUP=PERFGRP
SUM SUMV AR=SERVICE ;

5.

Figure 4 presents a daily profile of CPU time consumed. Type
72 records measure CPU time delivered to specific performance
groups while Type 70 records measure all CPU time consumed.

WEEKLY AND MONTHLY WORKLOAD REPORTS

The daily workload profile in Figure 4 is a snapshot of one day's
service delivery. We now consider reports which present the
variability in workload among days. We face the requirement of
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aggregating workload charts like that in Figure 4 for a number of
days. Again, the appropriate tool for this aggregation is Box &
Whisker diagrams. Figure 6 presents an aggregation of 6 months
of daily workload profiles of the type presented in Figure 4.
Note that the robust daily profile shape showing morning and
afternoon peaks carries over from Figure 4 to Figure 6. However,
Figure 6 also illustrates the variation in daily workload. In
particular, for any service delivery level, the diagrams provide
information concerning the percentage of days in which that level
was not exceeded. Figure 6 illustrates absolute workload levels,
patterns of workload over the day, and daily variation in
workload.

through 29. Note that measurement problems on monday of
week 29 result in six incorrectly low hourly measurements.
However, only the average and the lower part of the Box &
Whisker diagram is skewed although six of thirty values are bad.
Figure 10 illustrates some problems we face in defining trends.
Note the smooth flow of box & whisker diagrams broken by a
jump at week 22. Week 22 was the first week after a major
hardware upgrade. The jump is almost entirely due to a jump in
memory units with the new system. There is a correction in
weeks subsequent to week 22 as the system is tuned. The
analyst needs to use judgment in discarding some weeks of data
from a trend analysis. Somewhere around week 25 the system
appears to have settled and trends can again be tracked. There
is a clear periodic (sine curve) component to the Box & Whisker
flow. A straightforward approach to trend analysis is to separate
a straight line growth component from the purely periodic
component.
The straight line component is the long term
growth and the periodic component shows the seasonal variation.
For most analyses, there is probably no need to use anything
fancier than ad hoc techniques to specify these components. In
the rare cases where sophisticated statistics are called for, the
proper tools are found in time series analysis. In particular,
taking first order differences will eliminate the jump (at week 14)
as well as the straight line trend. A second order autoregressive
model usually fits a sinusoidal component well; the resulting
nonstationary second order autoregressive model in turn can be
used as a forecasting tool.

The daily workload profile reports like the report in Figure 4
were generated from summaries of the -POB Type 70 and Type
72 records. To produce the report in Figure 6, these summaries
were run through the SAS PROC UNIVARlATE procedure to
get a report file with the percentile variables which summarize
workloads for a week, month, etc. SAS report writing code was
used to produce the report from the reporting data base file.
Once the percentile summary data used to produce the report in
Figure 6 is available in a reporting data base, selected parts of
the summarized data can be used for additional reports. Also,
with slight modifications to the progression of programs used to
produce the report in Figure 6, other reports illustrating aspeds
of the variation in daily workload can be designed. For instance,
Figure 7 uses Box & Whisker diagrams to study the variation in
service delivery across the five day workweek. Several months of
2PM data is used in this report. Two PM is typically the
busiest period in the particular data center whose data is being
reported, so it is the most reasonable choice of a single hour to
analyze.
Note in this report that the entire week's data is
summarized in a single Box & Whisker diagram and also broken
down into daily Box & Whisker diagrams. The report in Figure
7 illustrates the resistance of percentiles to bad data. There were
problems with the RMF data on a couple of Mondays, and the
result was incorrect low measurements. Note that the mean
(average) is skewed low by the bad data, but only the left
whisker of the Box & Whisker diagram is affected.
This
illustrates the utility of these Box & Whisker based reports in
that they can be generated to provide satisfactory results without
major preliminary data cleaning.

For capacity planning, the Figure 10 style analysis ought to be
applied separately for each business element. Then knowledge of
the historic growth of that business element in purely business
terms is linked to the measurement analysis to find the effect of
the business element on data systems.
Figure 12 presents a
the workload growth.
presentation we saw
seasonal variation in
more visible.

Figure 13 is similar in style to Figure 10, and it presents the
trend in CPU consumption over the 22 weeks. There is no jump
in this graph at week 22 like there is in the service unit graph.
Otherwise the trend analysis problems in the two graphs are
equivalent.

The same type of charts are used to report daily profiles for
channel busy percentages (from Type 73 records), page rates
(from Type 71 records), and other RMF information. A daily
profile for channel busy percents for a single channel across one
day's prime shift is presented using the SAS PROC CHART
PROCEDURE in the report in Figure 8. A daily profile for
channel busy percents for all channels across one day's prime
shift is presented using Box & Whisker diagrams in the report in
Figure 9. Note that the Box & Whisker diagrams in Figure 9 are
not as structured as the ones in our earlier reports. However,
they provide a very useful summary of channel activity in the
system. The report provides a quick comparison of channel
activity. The Box & Whisker diagram for channel 2 in the
report in Figure 9 is a summary of the entire bar chart in Figure
8.
6.

very concentrated summary by month of
The summary smooths the workload data
in Figure 10. The smoothing cuts out
the data and allows the real growth to be

7.

PERFORMANCE TREND REPORTS

We now discuss an approach to the task of aggregating Figure 5
daily performance profile information for a group of days. The
variation across days that is to be captured in this instance is a
variation in response time distributions as summarized by Box &
Whisker diagrams. Focusing on just the 2PM busy hour, Figure
14 presents a stream of daily response time Box & Whisker
summaries. One workload measurement, number of transactions
in the hour, is included in the report. Part of Figure 14, 3 April
87 through 17 April 87, shows a pattern of improving response
times in that both the box and the upper whisker are shrinking.
In contrast, another part of Figure 14, 18 February 87 through
26 February 87, shows degenerating response times. These very
definite patterns of changing response times provide management
with the users' view of changes being implemented in the data
center.

WORKLOAD TREND REPORTS

There are a number of motivations for looking at trends in
computer measurements.
Each motivation prompts its own
analysis and reporting approach. Figure 10 presents the flow of
weekly service unit delivery over 22 weeks. Box & Whisker
diagrams in Figure 10 summarize the data that is plotted in
Figure 11. Each Box & Whisker diagram is a strip summary of
data points for 30 data points (6 busy period hours in each of
five weekdays).
Figure 11 contains the data for weeks 22

Figure 14 points out an underlying problem with doing statistical
analysis on performance data. That is, the data is collected
under a very changing environment.
Both good and bad
response times appear at each workload level. An analyst cannot
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simply throw all data into a hopper to find a robust relationship
between workload volume and response time. Differences in the
system, other than workload, during the measurements may
account for much of the response time variation. This data
problem makes it more imperative that the analyst present to
management clear and honest pictures of data rather than results
of statistical analysis in technical jargon.
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CAPACITY

Capacity is the ~orkload level at which performance begins to
degenerate. The style of capacity graph produced from analytic
modeling is presented in Figure 16. This is truely a ubiquitous
graph in the capacity planning literature [ART-89,
GRA88,OLC-87,WIC-88}. Qualitatively, this curve warns the analyst
that at some workload level performance will degenerate.
Quantitatively, the graph plots the theoretical average response
time at various workload levels. Workload is measured as the
hourly transaction rate during the busy period.
The theme of this paper has been that other statistical
summaries provide better user related performance information
than averages. We will now look at a version of the capacity
plot using Box & Whisker summaries. Figure 17 presents a
scatter plot of data that has the characteristics of the average
plot in Figure 16. Figure 18 presents a Box &; Whisker diagram
summary of this data. This graph shows how the percentiles of
response time change WI the rate of trausactiom; iucrea:ses. It. is
more important to know when the 95th percentile response time
crosses the service level threshold than when the average response
time crosses the threshold. In fact, for this data, the 95th
percentile response time is at 15 seconds when the average
response time is just at the threshold of five seconds.
The theoretical plot in Figure 16 and the data in Figure17 are
appropriate for an unchanging system. However, none of us ever
really measure an unchanging system.
As pointed out in
Paragraph 7 above, the system is generally under constant
alteration either in its workload characteristics or its
configuration and tuning. This fact emphasizes the value of
exploratory type data display techniques to find patterns in data
for the analyst and to report these patterns to management.
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Abstract
A writer's biometric identity can be characterized through the distribution of
physical feature measurements (“writer's pro le”); a graph‐based system that
facilitates the quanti cation of these features is described. To accomplish this
quanti cation, handwriting is segmented into basic graphical forms (“graphemes”),
which are “skeletonized” to yield the graphical topology of the handwritten
segment. The graph‐based matching algorithm compares the graphemes rst by
their graphical topology and then by their geometric features. Graphs derived from
known writers can be compared against graphs extracted from unknown writings.
The process is computationally intensive and relies heavily upon statistical pattern
recognition algorithms. This article focuses on the quanti cation of these physical
features and the construction of the associated pattern recognition methods for
using the features to discriminate among writers. The graph‐based system
described in this article has been implemented in a highly accurate and
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1556-4029.13345
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approximately language‐independent biometric recognition system of writers of
cursive documents.
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ABSTRACT

THE DB2 ANALYSIS PROBLEM

This paper describes analysis done on measurements of a DB2

While needs vary among our several clients with DB2 performance
analysis requirements, we believe that the techniques presented
in this paper will playa fundamental role in satisfying each client.
The basic contribution in this paper is a technique to define
performance classes for DB2 plans. For the development DBA,
the performance classes will provide performance predictions for
structural design alternatives during application development. For
the capacity planner, the performance classes provide a structure
for defining service level agreements, tracking plan performance
and projecting resource requirements.

production workload at a Fortune 500 company. DB2 Is IBM's

strategic database management system. Several sections of the
company's computer and information systems staff have a need
for DB2 performance information. The authors have developed

and piloted a technique for relating the design structure of DB2
plans to their performance. SAS· Institute's products play a
SAS
major supporting role in executing this technique.
programming, procedures, report writing, and graphing are used

to augment and exploit a computationally intense classification
tree software product.

There is broad testimony concerning the inherent unpredictability
of DB2 performance. However, a company with a large strategic
0B2 workload necessarily has created an environment for DB2
application development and production which delivers
performance within specifications.
This is, of course, both
complex and expensive to accomplish. The DBAs and capacity
planners charged with shaping this environment need all the help
they can get from ROTs, tools, etc. The entire production
environment is constrained by the strategic importance of 082.
In order to guarantee system performance, plan complexity is
severely limited.

INTRODUCTION
Database Administrators (OBAs) involved in technical support for
application development provide expertise in strategic products
such as OB2. These DBAs have the experience to translate design
alternatives into resource requirements.
In particular, they
estimate the logical and physical I/O's that a design will require.
The technique developed for this paper is aimed at developing
products to help these OBAs predict the performance, in terms of
CPU seconds and elapsed times, of alternative DB2 designs. In
the spectrum of estimation accuracy - from gross to precise these DBAs require the rough cut estimates that are provided by
rules of thumb (ROTs). Early in the life cycle of plan development
cheap, ballpark estimation Is appropriate. later in the life cycle,
when the design is more fully specified, more expensive and
accurate modeling techniques are appropriate. The technique
outlined In this paper provides a framework for the development
of ROTs for 0B2 performance prediction. Our continuing work
along these lines will develop and validate working ROTs.

This fact has had a
fundamental impact on our
selection of the analysis
approach outlined in this
paper. Only certain design
structures for plans can in
fact exist within the
constraints imposed by a
particular production
environment. The implication
for the analyst is structural
constraints on measurement
Much of the data
data.
•••••••••• ,',., •• t.t. ,1'11111' I
structure required by classic
statistical techniques will not
Figure 1
exist in actual measurement
data.
For example,
multi_dimensional data may structurally degenerate to fall within
lower dimensional hyperplanes or may be divided Into separated
clusters. Trusting the results of 'black box' statistical methods in
these instances can lead to invalid conclusions. For instance.
consider the linear regression analysis problem of fitting a straight
line to the clustered data in Figure #1. When the clustered are
fitted jointly, a fictitious line is drawn through the two clusters; the
resulting fit is quite different than the proper fit obtained by
modeling each cluster separately. The structural properties of the
data then require caution in the selection of analysis techniques.
The analyst must select from the techniques which will control for
or even exploit and interpret the structures within the
measurement data.

rn addition, we hope that the technique described in this paper will
be applicable to problems facing production control and capacity
planning staff. We will deseribe how products of the analysis can
be used to classify and track the performance of DB2 plans as
well as to define and monitor service level agreements with clients.

THE DB2 PRODUCTION ENVIRONMENT
The workload environment consisted of a high end 370jESA class
processor under MVS/ESAttl with approximately 500 GBytes of
on-line storage. The Information Management System (IMS)
subsystem was at version 2.2 and DB2 at version 2.1. This IMS
subsystem, connected to DB2 for database services, processed
45,000 to 53,000 transactions per workday, 8 a.m. to 4 p.m ..
The data for our analysis came from the MICS DB2 Component.
The specific file was the DB2 User Activity file. At the detail level
this file contained one record for each plan execution, from thread
create to termination. Among the information presented were user
identification; Sal interaction presented by the plan, SELECTs,
FETCHs, UPDATEs, INSERTs, and DELETEs; some internal DB2
activities, locks and buffer access; and time statistics, CPU and
elapsed time.

Specifically, the DB2 production measurement data analyzed for
this paper includes executions of a large number of DB2 plans.
The plan designs have been carefully developed and tuned to
perform according to user requirements and within system
specifications. These plans all execute daily with some intensity.
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Performance of these plans Is subject to the usual sources of
variation, namely, concurrent competing workloads, current status
of the databases, and specific characteristics of single plan
executions. We undertook the analysis with the belief that there
does exist 'typical' structural and performance patterns for each
DB2 plan. One product of the analysis was anticipated to be a
profiling of 'typical' 062 plan design atructurea with associated
performance profiles or predictions. This type of product is
intended for development OBAs who require 'rules of thumb' to
trade off between structural design alternatives during 062 plan
development Capacity planners can use a similar product to
classify production DB2 plans into structural design classes and
associated performance guarantees. Performance guarantees in
terms of response times and costs will depend on the structural
class recorded for the particular execution of the plan. That is, the
analysis products presented in these papers can be used to define
and monitor 'service level agreements' with OB2 users. Trends
concerning a DB2 plan breakdown into these performance classes
can be a basis for feedback and discussion between production
managers and OBAs.

VARIABLE IMPORTANCE
MICS Variable

DSUALOCK • IRLM lock requests
DSUPGPAJ - DB2 GET PAGE requests
DSUAUNLK • IRLM unlock requests
DSUQUERY • sum of FETCH and SELECT statements
DSUSPRUO • system page update.

AND

REGRESSION

100
97

OSUSRIOO - synchronous read requests
DSUUPDTE • number of UPDATE statements

OSUINSRT - number of INSERT statements
OSUNTNUS - authorization identifier changes
OSUNlOEL - normal program termination
OSUREASN - reason for the accounting record
DSUPRFHO • number of prefetch read requests

DSUABORT - number of times work backed out
DSUDELET • number of DELETE statements

OSUSUSP - suspend count for the user
DSUDESC • number of DESCRIBE stataments
OSUPREP - number of PREPARE statements
OSUGRANT - number of GRANT statements

Executions of a well designed 062 plan should present a
homogeneous set or cluster of measurement data. The analysis
of this paper was done under the hypothesis that each production
OB2 plan has a definable structural profile. Of course, multiple
plans can have similar profiles. But the variety of DB2 plan
structural profiles identified from measurement data will represent
the possible structural design alternatives known to actually exist
and operate within specifications for the production environment.
These might, in fact, represent the only 0B2 plan structural design
alternatives which are feasible for the particular production
environment. The bottom line fact, regardless, is that these DB2
plan structural designs do exist and operate within system
constraints and thus present viable design alternatives to
development OBAs.

CLASSIFICATION
(CART)-

Relative Importance

94

n

40

35
Z7
23
17
10
10
4
2

1
1

0
0
0

CART defined the binary tree presented in Figure #2 in order to
classify the 082 plans through consideration of these variables.
We setected a complexity level for the tree which caused it to have
15 terminal nodes. These terminal nodes are defined through 14
splitting nodes. Each splitting node specifies a variable and a
splitting value. The splitting variables and values are referenced
at the nodes in the Agure. Observations entering that splitting
node are split to the left branch if their variable value Is less than
Of equal to the splitting value. Otherwise the observation is spilt
to the right branch. Each of the terminal nodes is associated with
one of the ten plans that are being discriminated. The association
is presented in the table below.

TREES

DB2 PLAN

K
L
M
N

We had to select a classification technique whose results were
both accurate and practical. The caveats on data structures
enumerated above cast suspicions on the potential accuracy of
classical statistical methods. Also, the results of those methods
are frequently too intricate to be practically interpreted and
applied. A modern computational technique called classification
tree analysis was selected. This technique is one of the new
computationally intense statistical methods which are made
possible through modern computing.
The technique was
implemented through CART (Classification and Regression Tree)
software [BRE-841. Ten current production DB2 plans were
selected for analysis. The problem posed to CART was to
discriminate between the ten plans using measurements on
structural variables. Measurement data was from the MICS DB2
information area. For purposes of a pilot analysis to proof this
approach and for a not too complex example for this paper, we
reduced the number of structural variables used in the analysis.
The reduction was accomplished through preliminary analyses
and was guided by the kinds of measurement information which
would relate to design level decisions. The following table
summarizes the structural variables presented to CART and
CART's assessment of the relative value of each variable in
discriminating between the plans.

o
P
Q

R
S
T

ASSOCIATED TERMINAL NODES

5, 10
None

3
1, 12
2
8,13, 15
4, 14
6
7
9, tt

Figure #3 reports how well this tree does at discriminating
between the 10 DB2 plans. CART divides the data into a 1earning'
sample and a 'test' sample. The test sample is used to validate
the modeling done with the learning sample. Accordingly, Figure
#3 presents two tables, a learning sample table and a test sample
table.

CART has built this tree using four MICS variables (OSUALOCK.
DSUGPGRO, DSUUPDTE and DSUQUERY) for splitting. We view

locking as a spurious effect rather than a structural design
variable. With this view, we will prune the tree to obtain a tree
which only splits on the variables OSUGPGRl, OSUUPDTE and
OSUaUERY.
Towards this end, Figure #4 presents the
information available in CART output for each splitting node.
Splitting is done in order to reduce a cost parameter associated
with the tree. The variable selected for splitting minimizes cost for
the resulting tree. The output tells us which other variables were
competitors for splitting at that node, together with the cost
improvement that such a choice woukl bring to the tree. In
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paper. This graphic presents a quick visual summary of percentile
statistics for data. A box COYers the interquartile range (from the
25th through the 75th percentiles) and whiskers extend out to the
minimum value on the left and the maximum value on the right.
Figure #13 demonstrates the association between this summary
and a set of data. Box & whisker diagrams are used extensively
for management reporting [GAN-87, GAN-88, GAN-90). Figure
#14 uses box & whisker diagrams to show the pattern of Class 2
This pattern
CPU time across the 13 structural classes.
establishes a performance hierarchy among the 13 classes. Other
than Class 10, the graphic in Figure #14 sorts the classes by
median Class 2 CPU time. Class 10 has relatively few data points
and its statistical summarization is not as well defined as most of
the other classes.
Figures #15 and #16 present similar
performance profiles in terms of Class 1 CPU time and elapsed
time, respectively. Observe that the performance hierarchy
established in Figure #14 is reiterated in each of the other Figures.

particular, a surrogate splitting variable associated with the
selected splitting variable is identified. This is -8 variable that
would accomplish a split of observations close to that provided by
the actual splitting variable. The strength of association between
the surrogate variable and the splitting variable is indicated.
Through anatysls of the node splitting information in the CART
output, we trimmed the original tree to get the tree presented in
Figure #5. For instance, from Figure #6, which presents splitting
node 14 information from CART output, we learn that a
competitive split can be made using a value of 45.5 for the
variable DSUGPGAO. The new tree has 13 terminal nodes. These
13 terminal nodes define 13 structural classes for 082 plan
design.

ANALYSIS OF THE DB2 STRUCTURAL CLASSES
A graphic picture of the 13 structural classes is presented in Figure
#7. This graphic is producad using the SAS/GRAPH" G3D
Procedure. In order to provide a better visualization of these 13
classes, Figures #8, #9, #10 and #11 present separate pictures
of groups of these classes. A scatter plot of measurement
observation values is overlaid onto the 13 class regions in Figure
# 12 to give a further picture of the character of the data. Note
that a large amount of the data falls into the plane where
DSUUPDTE is O.

BOX & WHISKER DIAGRAM
11111.11111111111111111111111111 1

M\
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Figure 13

13 SbuduraI 01_

The performance hierarchy imposed on the 13 structural classes
for OB2 plans shows the thresholds for increases in queries,
updates and get page requests at which performance changes.
These thresholds are meaningful since they are based on
measurements from existing plans executing in the production
environment. Rgures #17 and #18 use the box & whisker
diagrams to present 'profiles' of classes 6 and 11. respectively.
The profiles include summaries of performance measurements, of
structural variable measurements used for classification, and of
additional structural variable measurements.
These profiles
present a contrast between performance predicted for two
different design structures. The profile presents a summary of the
levels of DB2 design complexity and performance for a class of
DB2 plans.
Measurements for a particular DB2 plan might result in
observations across a number of classes. One reason is that a
single plan can be used to execute one of a variety of functions.
Each observation in our analysis is a single execution of a plan,
i.e., a DB2 thread. For instance, Figures #19, #20 and #21 show
CPU time and elapsed time summaries for Plan P across severa!
classes. Plan p, in fact, is associated with about ten different
functions. A time series of measurement summaries for this plan
would determine the robustness of the plans execution across
these classes. A DBA could use this type of aid in determining
when a particular plan was deviating from an established baseline,
and perhaps even determine reasons for the deviation. Further,
since the structural measurements of a plan's execution are
directly related to performance, service level agreements for
performance parameters can be framed within the context of
established structural classes. Rgure #22 presents a profile of
Plan P measurements restricted to Class #12 alone. This could
be considered the 'typical' structure and performance profile of
Plan P.

-Figure 7

Now that structural classes for DB2 plans have been defined, we
investigate the performance characteristics of these classes.
Performance is quantified as response time and CPU time. A
statistical graphic, called a 'Box & Whisker Diagram', is used in
many of the descriptive graphics presented in the rest of this
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Second, and more Importantly, the combination of the two tools
helped identify the performance hierarchy inherent In a DB2
workload. This hierarchy could be employed in developing ROTs
that can be utilized early in development to size a new application
system.

USING SAS TO ANALVZE CART OUTPUT
Figures #4 and #6 presented the splitting node information found
in typical CART output. A long CART output describing the
splitting logic for a large tree is an unwieldy object to digest.
Additionally, an analyst who wants to put CART terminal node
Information into a $AS data set faces writing exhaustive logic
statements. We wrote $AS programs that read the CART output
and formed a SAS data set of the output information. We could
then efficiently analyze the CART output information to understand
and prune trees. For example, Agure #23, which gives surrogate
splitting variable information for the tree in Figure #2, was
generated from such a $AS data set.
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CONCLUSION
In closing, our work has achieved two important objectives. The
first is that we have shown the utility of a modern classification
tree software tool extended with the use of $AS Institute's
products in identifying and modelling DB2 Plan structures. SAS
software is a very powerful language with excellent analysis and
reporting capabilities. This work exploited SAS Institute's product
capabilities to provide additional insight into the results of another
analysis tool.
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Intensity Analytics Corporation: Our Advisory Board

Advisory Board
Our Advisory Board is composed of a network of accomplished experts and distinguished thought leaders from a variety of
backgrounds, who have generously agreed to provide ongoing help to Intensity Analytics in different areas. Whether as a whole, or on
an individual basis, their consultation and guidance is invaluable to the company and our strategy.
Board Members

Steve Francis, President & Chairman, RAF Technology
Steve is a serial entrepreneur and gifted product strategist with a 30-year career ranging from handson software engineer to public company CEO. After graduating from Stanford University in Electrical
Engineering/Computers with both Tau Beta Pi and Phi Beta Kappa honors, Steve helped pioneer the
field of omnifont optical character recognition in a variety of roles at Calera Recognition Systems. He
co-founded Pixel Translations, developers of ISIS (Image and Scanner Interface Specification)
international standard for document scanner control. More recently, he was CEO of Avtrex, leading its
software licensing business before the acquisition of Avtrex by Intel.

Dr. Donald T. Gantz, Emeritus Professor
Donald T. Gantz, PhD, is an Emeritus Professor, Founding Chair of the Department of Applied
Information Technology, and past Dean of the Volgenau School of Engineering at George Mason
University. Dr. Gantz has developed cutting edge methodologies for the quantification and analysis of
handwriting and has applied these methodologies to multi-language document exploitation and
biometric identification, including matching software and scoring algorithms for fingerprint
identification. He helped pioneer the use of statistical and geographic information systems to analyze
the relationship between disease and socioeconomic factors, as well as transportation demand
management and traffic mitigation. He has lectured on methods for surveillance systems to detect
levels of infection due to a natural epidemic or bioterrorism threat, and is one of the top experts used
by FBI in validating fingerprint analysis.

Honorable Myron Greenberg
Minnesota District Court Judge (ret). After nearly 30 years on the bench, including eight years on the
Minnesota Supreme Court Committee on Alternative Dispute Resolution, Mickey is now a distinguished
mediator in complex legal cases. He has also taught and presented programs on settlement techniques
for the Minnesota Judicial College, the American Bar Association Section on Alternative Dispute
Resolution, the Wisconsin Bar Association, the International Academy of Mediators and the Litigation
Management College at Northwestern University. He has extensive international experience working on
behalf of the United States, having served as a Trial Judge and Appellate Judge on the Court of Bosnia
and Herzegovina handling organized crime and corruption cases, and training judges and teachers in
Kabul, Afghanistan. Along with IA’s CEO, he lead IA’s Seed Round funding – 40 investors; $2.9M raised.

Brian Moore, VP, PJM Advisors
Mr. Moore is Vice President of PJM Advisors, a family investment office specializing in the lower middle
market. Brian began his career as a management strategy consultant with IBM Global Business Services
specializing in finance transformation and corporate strategy project. Spending time in the automotive,
industrial, and financial services sectors, Brian managed integration and operations teams both in the
U.S. and abroad while delivering value to clients in various situations including bankruptcy and
reorganizations, accelerated growth and transactions. He currently sits on the international board of
Boys Hope Girls Hope and Aerovalve.

H. John Oechsle, President and CEO at Swiftpage
John is an international business executive and seasoned speaker whose strategic insights about
market creation and product innovation have helped transform businesses around the world. His track
record of building highly profitable and sustainable revenue growth for emerging companies and
established global leaders includes key leadership positions in the U.S., Europe, Asia and Latin America
with Johnson & Johnson, Kellogg Company, LandAmerica Financial, IHS, and DigitalGlobe. In addition,
John created the vision, strategy and operational plans that helped triple revenue growth for two
companies and resulted in their successful IPOs. John is an advocate for technology and education in
Colorado, and served as 2007 Chairman of the Colorado Technology Association(CTA). He has received
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many industry awards, including the CTA's Bob Newman Lifetime Achievement Award for Outstanding
Contribution to the Community.

Reginald Steer
Mr. Steer is a well-known and highly respected litigator who has tried some of the largest cases in the
country, including those with billions of dollars at stake. He is an emeritus partner in Akin Gump Strauss
Hauer & Feld, LLP, a prestigious international law firm, where he practiced complex commercial
litigation for 13 years involving claims of antitrust violations, contract disputes, fraudulent business
practices, unfair competition and intellectual property disputes. Before joining Akin Gump, Mr. Steer
was a partner in Pillsbury Madison & Sutro for over twenty years, where he was a member of the
executive committee, head of the technology committee and co-chair of the firm-wide patent practice
in charge of litigation. He is a fellow of the American College of Trial Lawyers, which is limited to the
top 1% of attorneys. Reg has taught in trial skills programs and on the subject of Robinson-Patman law,
and was a contributor to the ABA Antitrust Section’s Rule of Reason Monograph. He formerly served in
the U.S. Army Judge Advocate General’s Corps.

Alex Wellins, Co-Founder, The Blueshirt Group
As Co-Founder and Managing Director of The Blueshirt Group, Alex brings 30 years of investor
relations, financial media relations and capital markets experience to the Intensity Analytics advisory
board. After earning his B.A. from the University of Michigan, he spent his first years on the west coast
providing marketing communications counsel to emerging Silicon Valley software startups. Alex then
spent five years at Morgen-Walke Associates focusing on financial media relations then transitioned to
manage investor relations programs for the largest group of technology clients at the firm. Alex has
been a strategic advisor on the IPOs of many Internet, software and digital media companies and has
participated in numerous high-profile M&A transactions in the technology sector.

In Memoriam
Intensity Analytics owes a great deal to two individuals who provided key assistance during our start-up phase, and were
instrumental in the company's early days. While these two beloved friends and mentors are no longer with us, they remain close in
our hearts.

Richard (Dick) Lemons
Dick had over 40 years experience in information technology and always with the goal of eliminating
the mountains of paper in favor of emerging digital technologies. For over 12 years, he was Director of
the NASA Scientific and Technical Information Facility (NASA-STIF) where the first ever online retrieval
system was built. He had a breadth of experience building large business operations, such as GE's
GEISCO unit, and a division of Informatics with over 1,500 people, as well as delivering major systems to
NLM (MEDLINE and TOXLINE), and EPA (ENVIRON). Dick provided creative management, angel
investment capital, and consulting services to start-up companies for more than 22 years. He is a
Founding Member of the Westlake Chapter of Keiretsu Forum, and was an accomplished Bluegrass
musician.

Jerry Marterella
In his long career, Jerry held senior manager and executive sales positions at Northrup Grumman,
Integic, Computer Science Corporation (CSC), Digital Equipment Corporation, and Xerox. He was able
to increase revenue at an unprecedented rate, in each of his positions. Jerry was able to grow the
consulting division of CSC from $400 million to $850 million in annual revenue over 2 years without
acquisitions. Recognizing the need for senior executives to grow professionally, he co-founded the
Potomac Region Executive Leadership Breakfast, an organization that has grown to over 500 members.
Jerry was also an award-winning wine maker, having won numerous Virginia Governor Cup Awards,
with a tasting room that was often voted one of the best in Virginia.
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A Common Situation in Forensics
Sample One

Evidence
Evaluator

Similarity
Score

Sample One

Declare
samples to be
from different
sources
(a non-match)

No

Yes

Declare
samples to be
from a common
source
(a match)

The similarity score is a numerical value measuring association of
the samples, with higher values suggesting that the samples come
from a common source.

A Sampling Model
Suppose we assume that we have some population of
objects which can lead to samples like those on the
preceding slide.
A very important consideration of the evidence evaluation
method is to know the probability that two randomly sampled
objects from different sources would lead (erroneously) to a
conclusion of a match. This quantity is called the random
match probability.
(The goal of this presentation is to obtain a valid upper
confidence limit for the random match probability based on a
sample.)
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A Confidence Interval Based on
)LHOOHU¶V Theorem
Results for New Method Based on )LHOOHU¶V Theorem
(Nominal Coverage Probability 0.95; True RMP=0.001; 1,000,000 Simulations per Cell)
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Conclusions
 We have found a method which yields an approximately
correct confidence interval for the random match
probability based on pairwise comparisons.
 This method can be used in any situation where the scores
can be (monotonically) transformed to approximate normality.
 As long as the model is valid, an estimate of the random
match probability can be made even if no matches are
observed in the sample.
 We are continuing research to obtain an upper bound
(rather than a two-sided interval) for the random match
probability.

